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INTRODUCTION 

Excessive damage to sugarbeets inflicted during harvest 

and handling has been reported by several researchers (Wyse 

(1978), Akeson and Stout (1978), Cole (1977) and Wyse and Peter

son (1979)). Previous work at the University of Idaho by Parks 

and Peterson (1979) and Precht (1978) has been concerned with 

identifying sources of damage and the resulting loss in recover

able sugar. When this project was initiated, very few people 

in the industry outside of research were aware that damage to 

sugarbeets was undesirable. Today there is considerably more 

knowledge of the problem at all levels. While the industry 

is aware of these findings, serious attempts to actually reduce 

damage are much less apparent. 

The low damage harvest project was initiated as a demon

stration to show that modifications can be made which will be 

effective in reducing damage. The harvester is not represented 

as being the only way or perhaps even the best way to make 

a low damage harvester. In fact, when sufficient incentive is 

provided by the industry many innovations will be forthcoming. 

Before the low damage harvester can be a serious consider

ation, changes in piling equipment will also be necessary. 

Previous research by Parks and Peterson (1979) has shown that 

the piler alone contributes as much damage as the remainder 

of the handling system. 

The authors are of the opinion that entirely new equipment 

either for harvesting or handling sugarbeets should not be re
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quired. Modifications to existing equipment can and should 

be made to reduce the capital expenditures. Sugarbeet handling 

equipment has a history of long service life. If the industry 

waits for the natural turnover due to acquisition of new equip

ment, it could take 30 to 40 years before improvements would 

be on-line. Therefore, all of the modifications undertaken have 

been considered for their potential as field improvements. The 

objective of this project is to stimulate a look at current equip

ment and procedures and cause steps to be taken to improve 

existing equipment. When this work started, individuals ex

pressed amazement and disbelief when we mentioned concern for 

the injury problem. There is more awareness today but now 

there needs to be action. 

Description of the Low Damage Harvester 

A sugarbeet harvester is essentially three components (1) 

lifting wheels (2) cleaning components, and (3) elevator. The 

beets need to be lifted from the ground, cleaned of dirt and 

trash, and elevated to a height sufficient to be placed into the 

truck. Previous University of Idaho harvester work has shown 

severe damage occurring in cleaning because of the sharp kicker 

wheels or the high speed grab rolls; during elevating because 

of the steel chains, sharp edged flights and sliding beets 

against rough steel edges; and, in dropping into the truck. 

Most cleaning systems rely on bouncing or rolling the beets to 

remove the dirt through impact. In the past, reducing damage 

has given way to designing for high volume. The low-damage 

harvester gives priority to minimizing damage. 

The low damage harvester was constructed in the liniversity 

of Idaho Agricultural Engineering shop using a 4-row lifter

loader machine manufactured and supplied by Lockwood Manu

facturing Company. The machine had 5 high speed grab rolls 

across the rear of the machine for cleaning and an elevator 

of steel chain with heavy steel flights carrying the beets 

beneath a steel pipe stripper grate. 

The existing lifter wheels were retained but the machine 

was reduced to 3 rows so that it could be used with 6 or 12 

row planters. The Lockwood harvester had rubber kickers to 
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Figure 2. The low damage har
vester in opera
tion. 

Cleaning and elevating are combined into a single opera

tion. The beets are elevated on a draper chain with a special 

heavy duty rubber covering. The rubber is molded into scraper 

-points on 5 cm centers for cleaning the sutures of the beet, 

Figure 3. For the vertical lift a heavy duty endless belt with 

rubber fingers on 10 cm centers runs against the draper chain. 

The elevator is nearly vertical; approximately 75 degrees from 

horizontal. Five rollers inside the belt apply pressure to the 

beets between the belt and draper chain and aid in lifting the 

beets vertically. The belt is driven by small pneumatic tires 

running against the head pulley. No tail pulley is used, which 

allows beets of essentially any size to enter the elevator. A 

Figure 3. 	 Cut-a-way drawing of the low damage harvester eleva
tor-cleaning system. The belt speed is about 25/0 
greater than the draper chain speed. 
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truck filler is used at the end of the boom elevator to provide 

cushion to those first beets falling into the bottom of the truck. 

The truck filler consists of a rubber belt formed into a trough 

for rigidity (Figures 4 and 5). In operation, the truck filler 

accumulates full of beets then automatically dips into the truck 

by the weight of beets forcing open a sequence valve in the 

hydraulic circuit (Figure 6). The trough then serves as a slide 

to finish building a mound of beets in the bottom of the truck. 

Finally the truck filler can be rotated out of the way by the 

harvester operator until the truck is filled. Because of the 

use of flexible belting, neither the truck nor the truck filler 

are damaged in the event of collision with each other during the 

truck filling operation. 

Figure 4. Drawing of the truck fi ller mechanism on the low 
damage harvester. 

Figure 5. The truck filler in operation. 
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3. Reduce damage at the piler by suggesting changes 
in operation procedures and machine modifications. 
This is regarded as a much more difficult problem 
than the modification of the harvester reported in 
this report. Pilers handle a huge volume of product. 
Any modifications must be consistent with standard 
piling procedures and they must be des Lgned to oper
ate continuously under adverse conditions for the 
length of the harvest season. 
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